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WHAT IS A LUKE'S 
LOBSTER ROLL? 
A quarter pound of chilled, wild-caught 
lobster served in a split top bun with 
melted lemon butter, mayo, and our 

secret seasoning. 

ROLLS 

LOBSTER ROLL (300 Cal) ..................................... ..... 17 
A quarter pound of chilled, wild caught lobster in a split top bun 

with melted lemon butter , mayo , and our secret seasoning . 

CRAB ROLL (310 Cal) ................................................ 14 
Same preparation as the lobster roll but with 1/4 pound Jonah Crab . 

SHRIMP ROLL (310 Cal) ............................................ 10 
Same preparation as the lobster roll but with 1/4 pound North 

Atlantic Shrimp . 

LUKE'S TRIO (470 Cal) ......................................... 20.50 
A taste of all our rolls! 1/2 lobster Roll, 1/2 crab roll, 1/2 shrimp roll. 

GRILLED CHEESE 

LOBSTER GRILLED CHEESE (300 Cal) ..................... 13 
Lobster & gruyere grilled cheese . 

CRAB GRILLED CHEESE (310 Cal) ......... ...... ...... ...... 10 
Crab & gruyere grilled cheese . 

Add 2 Sides to your meal for $3 
or add a Side + Beverage for $5! 

SIDES 

CAPE COD CHIPS (180-220 Cal) .............................. ...2 

POPPY SEED SLAW (40 Cal) ...................................... .2 

Soups, Tails, and Beverages on next page! 



SOUPS 

CLAM CHOWDER 
Sm/ Lg: (260/370 Cal) ...................................................................... 6/9 

LOBSTER CORN CHOWDER 
Sm/ Lg: (210/330 Cal) ...................................................... .............. 7/10 

All of our soups are made by 
Hurricane's Soups in Maine. 

TAILS 

Add a 1/2 lobster tail to your meal (220 Cal) ..... 5 
Chilled, served with lemon butter. 

CAN'T DECIDE? We suggest: 

LUKE'S FAVORITE (520-560 Cal) ............................. .20 
Lobster roll +chips+ slaw . 

THE LOBSTER TRAP (730 Cal) ............................... ..29 
Lobster roll + 1/2 lobster tail + small seasonal lobster soup . 

BEVERAGES 

CRAFT: GREEN BEE ................................................... 4 
Luke's Blueberry Lemonade (120 Cal). 

CRAFT: MAINE ROOT ................................................. 4 
Root Beer (165 Cal), Mexicane Cola (165 Cal), Blueberry 
(165 Cal), Lemon Lime (165 Cal). 

THE OTHER GUYS ................................. .. .... ..... .......... 3 
Diet Coke (0 Cal), Sparkling Water (0 Cal), 
Bottled Water (0 Cal). 

2,000 calories a day is used for general nutrition advice, but calorie needs vary. 
Additional nutrition information available upon request. Before placing your 
order , please inform your server if a person in your party has a food allergy. 
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